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INSPIRING AND EXPANDING
YOUR KNOWLEDGE AND EDUCATION

“No matter what you
have done or not done,
you are worthy of love”

“Inspired thoughts
create inspired dreams”
Dr. John Demartini is a human behavioral specialist,
founder of the Demartini Institute and a bestselling
author and business consultant working with CEOs
of fortune 500 companies, celebrities and sports
personalities. He provides answers to questions and
practical solutions to life’s challenges in numerous
television, radio and print interviews, published
books, CDs and DVDs. Globally he has worked with
individuals and groups across all markets, sectors
and age groups including entrepreneurs, financiers,
psychologists, teachers and young adults, assisting
and guiding them to greater levels of achievement,
fulfillment and empowerment in all areas of life.

Dedicated to Expanding Human Awareness and Potential
www.DrDemartini.com

The Demartini Institute 2800 Post Oak Blvd Houston Tx 77056
tel: +1 713 850 1234 fax: +1 713 850 9239 www.DrDemartini.com
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If you feel overwhelmed, stressed, or simply burned out at times,
there’s finally a solution for you. Whatever stress means to you, Dr. John
Demartini’s 31 Stress-to-Success Secrets have the potential to turn the
stress that is holding you back into the energy and inspiration required
to make your life the one you’ve always wanted. With a powerful
combination of practical, accountable action steps and inspiring daily
affirmations, this book will take you by the hand and lead you to a place
you’ve always dreamed about.

The Gratitude Effect
Are you ready to experience new levels of inspiration, creativity
and achievement through the living power of the Gratitude Effect?
Use this book to open your heart, inspire your mind and awaken your
inner powers and hidden seeds of greatness. The Gratitude Effect will
allow you to break through any limiting beliefs and will guide you to a
more empowered life filled with deeper meaning and awareness.

The Heart of Love
If you’re looking for your soul mate; want to reignite the spark in a
longtime relationship; or are committed to creating more authentic
friendships, family connections, and business partnerships, then this
book is for you. The Heart of Love gives step-by-step instructions for
linking what’s important to you with another person’s values so that
both of you can feel loved for who you are – not someone else’s idea of
who you “should” be. You’ll be inspired to fulfill the true purpose of your
connections with others.

How To Make One Hell Of A Profit and Still
Get to Heaven
Millions of people dream of making a ‘good’ living and having an
extraordinary and fortunate life. However, many fear that they can only
do so at the expense of others, or feel guilty about acquiring it, and their
elusive conflict blocks or dissipates their potential fortunes. This book can
assist you in dissolving these conflicts while shedding light on an entirely
new way of understanding and appreciating the true nature of wealth.
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Are you really living or barely breathing? Do you feel sick, run-down,
anxious, or low? In this remarkable book, Dr. John Demartini reveals the
connection between health and state of mind. The old adage about
making the most of what you’ve got forms the basis of 25 principles
that will help you live a healthy and fulfilling life. Through real-life
examples, exercises, meditations, and affirmations, Dr. Demartini shows
how you can use and develop your own inner resources, just by living in
the present moment.

From Stress To Success
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This book is an extremely real and practical manual for understanding
why you live the way you do, and how to transform your life into your
highest vision. You will learn a formula to manifest your dreams, discover
the secrets of opening your heart, receive profound insights on how to
create more fulfilling and caring relationships, transcend the fears and
illusions surrounding the myth of death, and reconnect with your true
mission and purpose.

Count Your Blessings
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The Breakthrough Experience®
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I’ve dedicated my life, since I was 17 years old, to the study and
teaching of the natural laws of life, especially as they apply to personal
growth and healing. The results have taken me from living as a surf bum
and high school dropout, to living the life of my dreams – with abundant
wealth in all areas of my life – spiritual, mental, career, finance, family,
social and physical. You can make a difference in your life as well as the
lives of others simply by applying these amazing laws on a daily basis,
focusing on a single law per day.

The Art of Communication
In this audio presentation Dr. John Demartini will teach you how to
build both personal and professional relationships by understanding
the basic drivers of human behavior and how that relates to mastering
the art of effective communication. This audio program will give you
the undoubted communication edge whether in an office environment
with your staff or colleagues, socially with friends or at home with your
children and partner.

The Heart of Love
AUDIO BOOK
By popular demand we now have the Heart Of Love paperback in Audio
form. You can listen to the step by step instructions for linking what’s
important to you. Dr. Demartini invites you into the heart of love, which
transforms any relationship into one of gratitude and true fulfillment.

The Relationship Equation – NEW
Would you love to bring the spark and magic back into your relationship?
Do you want to dissolve some of the misunderstandings and tensions
that have come between you? In this presentation Dr Demartini
shows you how to process emotions, dissolve resentment, overcome
anger, discover how to let go of old frustrations and learn the art of
effective communication to transform your relationship so that you feel
connected to your partner once again.
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We all possess seven secret treasures. What’s more, we can have access
to them – and to a more fulfilling life – simply by reading this book
and following the clear steps it provides. In The Riches Within, Dr. John
Demartini reacquaints you with the power that you already have within
you… with respect to spirit, intellect, career, leadership, finances,
relationships and your physical body.

You Can Have an Amazing Life in Just 60 Days
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Based on a program originally developed for young people seeking
purpose and direction in their lives, Dr. John Demartini’s Inspired Destiny
has deep meaning for readers of all ages. You’ll come away from this
book with an immense vision of yourself and set in motion a farreaching ‘ripple effect’, beginning the journey of mastering and living
a meaningful and inspiring life.

The Riches Within
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Inspired Destiny – NEW
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R
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Sometimes teachers, counselors, parents and specialists have labeled
or possibly mislabeled young people or even adults ‘learned disabled’.
What if there were powerful and innovative ways of breaking
through these imposed labels and means of unveiling hidden learning
capacities that could truly awaken an individual’s untapped Einstein?
What if everyone had a hidden genius that was yearning to be
expressed? This is what this inspiring new program is about.

Inspiring Your Life (For ages 13 through 20)
Inspiring Your Life addresses questions commonly asked by young
adults and teens regarding how to make the most of life and deal with
challenges. This program, for ages 13 through 20, will help you clarify
what you would love to do with your future, how to balance school
and your social life, how to set goals and achieve them, and how to
communicate more effectively with friends and family. It will help define
your unique talents and show you how to live a more purposeful and
inspired life.

Speed Reading and Learning Dynamics – NEW
Award yourself with the simplest, yet most phenomenal techniques
for expanding your reading and learning capabilities. Learn in just
a few hours what some people will not learn in their entire lives…
and more. Imagine reading at three to four times faster than you
ever thought possible.

Conscious Intention
In this DVD presentation, human behavioral specialist Dr. John Demartini
expands on the philosophy of the law of attraction, the gratitude effect,
synchronicity, consciousness and the mind-body connection, clarifying
that whatever you concentrate your thoughts and feelings upon grows
into your living reality. A truly valuable source of information for the
discerning student interested in the intricate interconnectedness of
everything and an absolute must for your DVD collection.
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In this audio presentation, Activating Genius and Potential, Dr. John
Demartini teaches us, as parents, teachers, students and young adults
how to identify and unlock genius that we all possess and how this
‘genius’ directly relates to our own unique set of values. Dr. Demartini
provides in depth information into common ‘mis-labellings’ such as
ADD/ADHD, whilst giving the listener a new and enlightened perspective
so that they can assist their child, student or themselves in reaching
their full potential in all that they do in life.

Breaking Through the Myth – The Learning
Disability Label
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In this audio presentation, human behavioral specialist Dr. John
Demartini teaches how to understand the dynamics that exist in any
family and shows us how to make sense of the chaos and differences
we may perceive. Learn how to build communication, heal challenging
relationships, build respect and dissolve feelings of anger, frustration
and resentment towards family members. These lessons will teach you
to dissolve barriers and bring more fulfillment and love into your most
valuable relationships.

Activating Genius and Potential
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R
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This program was presented to an audience of scientific researchers,
clinicians and general attendees at the International Conference
on the Science and Consciousness in Albuquerque, NM. This inspiring
presentation shows Dr. John Demartini explaining the science,
philosophy and principles behind his powerful and innovative life
transforming methodology, The Demartini Method® (The Quantum
Collapse ProcessTM).

Adding Life to Years and Years to Life
Dr. John Demartini shares the 12 great secrets to living a longer, more
fulfilled life. This inspirational and informative program will help you gain
valuable insights into the small changes you can make today to keep
yourself looking younger, feeling more vital and enthused. Covering a
wide range of topics such as the importance of inspiration, vision, diet
and balanced emotions, you will learn great tips and wisdom from Dr.
Demartini’s extensive research into the mind body connection. It is time
to claim your most vital life.

The Healing Mind
A brilliant presentation that addresses the mind-body connection
and how perceptions have the power to bring about health or disease
within the body. Dr. Demartini shows you how imbalanced perceptions
impact neurohormone messages, enzymes and structural tensions
and compressions within the body and break down the body causing
disease. This presentation will open your eyes to the magnificence of
the human body and the incredible power of the mind to heal the body.

Mind Over Body – NEW
A brilliant audio presentation by Dr. John Demartini delving into the
mechanics of the mind and its connection to health, wellbeing and
the reasons behind the things we do or don’t do to achieve our health
and wellness goals. We have incredible capacity to create profound
transformations in our psychology and physiology through the power
of our perceptions. This presentation addresses hidden agendas,
unconscious motives, the unlimited healing power of a balanced mind
and includes ground breaking information on conquering various forms
of addiction.

Adding Value to Business – NEW
The attraction and retention of the right people in any business is
crucial to its success. Finding and keeping staff inspired is not just
about skills and experience, its’s about what is most valuable to them.
What is most important to them is where they will be most focused and
interested. When you identify the values that a job requires and match
the candidate with the corresponding values, productivity soars. Listen
as Dr John Demartini shares insights and practical exercises to activate
productivity in your workplace.
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In this incredible DVD, Dr. John Demartini shares insights, knowledge
and practical tools which will expand your awareness and potential in
all areas of your life. The program is a mix of excerpts of Dr Demartini on
stage and correlating interview extracts which addresses values, goal
setting, purpose and how to dissolve whatever is blocking your true
potential. Be prepared to open your eyes to a new perspective where
thoughts, love and gratitude have the power to shape your reality.

Personifying the Quantum Theory:
An Introduction to the Demartini Method®
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Dr. John Demartini demonstrates how the laws of physics, economics,
ecology and the history of human civilization leave a blueprint for
success and freedom. This program will propel you to a new level of
thinking and inspiration and ignite a new realization of what is possible
for you in business and in life. Learn how to expand your vision, play
in the field of possibility and how to utilize the laws that underlie and
govern biological growth as they apply to corporate growth.

Powerful Business Insights
Whether you run your own business, manage corporate teams or would
love to start your own business; understanding the psychology, being
clear in your corporate vision, and knowing the mechanisms of activating
leadership are vital elements in achieving your business goals. Dr. John
Demartini will show you how to activate business growth, employ the
correct individuals into every position and drive increased productivity. You
will learn proven methodologies and action steps to help you break through
whatever is in the way of taking your business to the next level of success.

The Productivity Factor – NEW
Productivity is directly related to what is most important to a person.
Everybody lives according to their values. What is most important to
a person is where they will be most productive; this is in any area of
life, from business to finance, family to physical, social to mental.
Whether you hope to hire the right person, get higher productivity from
your team or whether you wish to increase your own focus and drive,
identify the most important values and align the goals accordingly and
productivity is a direct result.

Purpose – Life’s Driving Force
Discover your purpose, power and potential. Each one of us has
something unique to give to the world and it is in discovering this truth
that hearts open and minds become inspired. In this remarkable audio
program Dr. Demartini takes listeners on a journey inside of themselves
to uncover the powerful reservoir of vitality, vision and life force within.
Remember the moment that changed your life… there is another one
coming.
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In this powerful audio program you will learn the tools to dissolve
unconscious blocks to your business success, apply strategies to make
and save money, inspire and discipline your corporate teams, dissolve
distractions, prioritize actions, delegate responsibilities and awaken
corporate vision, inspiration and purpose.

The Nature of Business
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2 DVDs

Many of us work hard to provide a greater quality of life for ourselves
and our families, yet the price we pay physically, mentally, emotionally
and spiritually often makes us feel at a loss. In this insightful, life
changing program, you will learn how to be more effective and efficient
at work, balance all areas of your life including home and career; have
the opportunity to discover what is truly important in your life; learn how
to build and manage wealth; let go of the fear and guilt that may be in
the way of your real purpose and bring life to your personal relationships.

Business Mastery
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Bring Balance to Life and Purpose to Work

The 7 Secret Treasures takes you to a greater discovery of self and life
mastery. With access to some of the most powerful life transforming
tools and principles at your fingertips, The 7 Secret Treasures will
introduce you to a world within you may never have known existed.

Building Wealth – NEW

R
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In Building Wealth Dr. John Demartini shows us how to have the same
mindset as those of the world’s wealthiest people and teaches the
proven action steps to take to build wealth and stay focused on the
strategies that will lead you to a league of greater financial returns.
This audio presentation is geared to guide you through your limitations
and activate your true wealth building potential; it contains vital
information for all those who aspire to be prosperous.

6 Steps to Wealth – NEW
In Building Wealth Dr. John Demartini shows us how to have the same
mindset as those of the world’s wealthiest people and teaches the
proven action steps to take to build wealth and stay focused on the
strategies that will lead you to a league of greater financial returns.
This audio presentation is geared to guide you through your limitations
and activate your true wealth building potential; it contains vital
information for all those who aspire to be prosperous.

Secrets to Financial Success
In the Secrets to Financial Success Dr. Demartini will reveal inspiring
insights on how to master the inner mindset of wise investing and
wealth building; provide effective and efficient strategies for creating
money making opportunities; outline a step by step pathway for
amassing a great fortune; debunk immediate gratifying speculations
fantasies, distractions and schemes and awaken your most purposeful
inner drive to achieve the financial dreams and objectives you feel
you deserve.

Wealth Wisdom of the Ages
Dr. John Demartini shares in this powerful DVD some of the most
inspiring and significant principles applied by those individuals from
ancient times to modern day who have built vast fortunes of wealth.
Wealth Wisdom of the Ages includes insights from The Book of Wealth,
Achievements of Civilization written in 1896 by Hubert Howe Bancroft.
This program will inspire, expand and assist you in taking your vision of
wealth building to a new and more powerful level.
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A powerful audio presentation where Dr. John Demartini addresses
what defines true and inspired leadership and how you can activate
it in any area of your life you would love to be a leader in. In this
presentation, Dr. Demartini introduces you to the 5 S’s of Leadership:
Service, Specialized Knowledge, Speaking, Selling and Saving and shows
you how to enhance all these disciplines to empower your life so that
you become an inspired leader in your field.

The 7 Secret Treasures
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Demartini on Leadership

R
S

$ 169

5 CDs
2 Books

R
S

$ 116

15 CDs
1 DVD
1 Book

R
S

$ 284

Business Bundle
•
•
•

Adding Value to Business - 2 x CD
Business Mastery - 2 x CD
The Nature of Business - 1 x CD

Health Bundle
•
•
•

•
•

Adding Life to Years and Years to Life - 1 x CD •
•
The Healing Mind - 2 x CD
Mind Over Body - 2 x CD

Powerful Business Insights - 2 x CD
The Productivity Factor - 2 x CD

Count Your Blessings - Book
From Stress to Success - Book

Finance Bundle
•
•
•

Building Wealth - 1 x CD
Secrets to Financial Success - 12 x CD
6 Steps to Wealth - 2 x CD

•
Wealth Wisdom of the Ages - 1 x DVD
•
How to Make One Hell of a Profit and  
            Still Get to Heaven - Book
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9 CDs

R
S

$ 198

9 CDs
1 DVD
1 Book

R
S

$ 145

7 CDs
1 DVD
1 Book

R
S

$ 160
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9 CDs
1 DVD
1 CDDM
1 Book

Leadership Bundle
•
•
•

Demartini on Leadership - 2 x CD
The 7 Secret Treasures - 7 x CD, 1 x DVD, 1 x Digital Manuscript
The Riches Within - Book

Relationship Bundle
•
•
•

The Art of Communication - 1 x CD
The Heart of Love - Audio Book - 6 x CD
Infinite Wisdom of Love - 1 x DVD

•
•

The Relationship Equation - 2 x CD
The Breakthrough Experience - Book

Teen and Family Bundle
•
•
•

Activating Genius and Potential - 2 x CD
Breaking Through the Myth - 1 x DVD
Inspiring Your Life - 3 x CD

PB - Print Bound

•
•

Understanding The Family Dynamic - 2 x CD
Inspired Destiny - Book

BM - Bound manuscript CD - Compact Disc DVD - Digital Video Disc CDDM - Compact Disc with Digital Manuscript R - Received S - Send

* All prices exclude shipping.
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Demartini Product Library Special Offer

Dr. Demartini has developed CDs, DVDs and Books ranging across all seven areas of life to help you to maximise your
awareness and potential so that you can lead a more inspired and empowered life. You deserve to live the life of your
dreams and you are certain to find answers to your questions about how to overcome obstacles and empower your
life in his wide range of products.
The following CDs, DVDs and Books are included in this library:
CDs & DVDs: • Activating Genius and Potential • Adding Life to Years and Years to Life  •  Adding Value to Business • The Art of
Communication • Breaking Through the Myth – The Learning Disability Label • Bring Balance to Life • Building Wealth • Business
Mastery • Conscious Intention • Demartini on Leadership • The Healing Mind • The Heart of Love • Infinite Wisdom of Love
• Inspiring Your Life • Mind Over Body • The Nature of Business • Personifying the Quantum • Powerful Business Insights • The
Productivity Factor • Purpose - Life’s Driving Force •The Relationship Equation • Secrets to Financial Success •The 7 Secret  Treasures
• Speed Reading and Learning Dynamics • 6 Steps to Wealth • Understanding the Family Dynamic • Wealth Wisdom of the Ages  
BOOKS: • The Breakthrough Experience • Count Your Blessings • From Stress to Success,The Gratitude Effect • The Heart of Love
• How to Make One Hell of a Profit and Still Get to Heaven • Inspired Destiny • The Riches Within • You Can Have an Amazing Life
in 60 Days.

The Demartini Product Library can now be yours for a once-off cost
(excl. shipping)

Value: $1 736

Price: $ 1302
SAVE: $ 434
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Simple, Powerful Solutions to Everyday Challenges. The Breakthrough Experience is a 2-day program that has
given people all over the world a new perspective and empowered tens of thousands of lives. Created by Dr. Demartini,
it is the culmination of 40 years of interdisciplinary study and shares the most powerful methodologies and principles
in human behaviour; providing you with simple time proven solutions to equip you to be able to solve whatever issue
is currently challenging you. Whether you perceive that your challenge is rooted in fear, depression, low self-esteem,
guilt, grief or anxiety, whether it is a personal or professional issue, you will be shown how to transform whatever you
perceive as in the way, to on the way, so you develop your true potential and empower all areas of your life.
At the Breakthrough Experience you will learn how to:
Deal with loss, grief, depression and anger
Relieve tension and build stronger relationships
Set, plan and achieve your desired goals
Live an inspired, purposeful and meaningful life

For further information on the Breakthrough Experience or the Demartini Value Determination Process®:
Contact the Demartini Institute: Houston USA +1 713 850 1234, info@DrDemartini.com

www.DrDemartini.com

DI 1378 / USA

Determine what really drives you and why
Increase your influence, power and leadership
Dissolve volatile emotions that are running your life
Overcome your wealth-building limitations

